Observer-Based Fuzzy Output-Feedback Control for Discrete-Time Strict-Feedback Nonlinear Systems With Stochastic Noises.
This paper focuses on the observer-based output-feedback control (OBOFC) problem for a class of discrete-time strict-feedback nonlinear systems (DTSFNSs) with both multiplicative process noises and additive measurement noises. A state observer is first designed to estimate immeasurable system states, and then a novel observer-based backstepping control framework is proposed for DTSFNSs with known model information. To be specific, virtual control laws and the actual control law are derived using a variable substitution method that gets rid of the repeated accumulation of measurement noises in the recursive process. Furthermore, for technical derivation, the multiplicative noise is successively bounded by state estimation errors and controlled errors. Stability conditions are obtained to guarantee the exponential mean-square boundedness of the closed-loop system. Moreover, the nonlinear modeling uncertainties are taken into account to better reflect engineering practices. In virtue of the universal approximation property of fuzzy-logic systems, a fuzzy observer and the corresponding fuzzy output-feedback controller are simultaneously constructed to derive the stability criteria by using novel weight updated laws. Simulation studies are performed to test the validity of the proposed OBOFC scheme.